THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
whom, Shane O'Neill, made himself virtually independent in
the north, in spite of war against him waged by Irish opponents
who allied themselves with the English power, Shane was
killed (after the English Governor, Essex—father of the favourite
—had failed to poison him) by other Irishmen who had at last
defeated him. It is after the date of this, 1567, that the evil
period of treacherous massacre and wholesale robbery begins,
and it corresponds with that other turning-point in Elizabeth's
reign, the Catholic rising, the Excommunication of the Queen,
Cecil's killing of Norfolk, and the new era of savage persecution
in which the effort to crush out the traditional religion in England
seriously begins.
Henceforward all the attack on Ireland is increasingly mixed
up with religion. Ireland was wholly Catholic—with here and
there an exception such as the great Irish nobles, the Ormondes,
Elizabeth's cousin through the Boleyns. The Irish national
cause became a Catholic cause and sought the support of Spain.
Cecil's Government had made Catholicism synonymous with
opposition to his new-found power. Thi$ religious motive
produced the murderous character of the struggle. Even those
who had supported the English government in Ireland, such as
MacPhelim O'Neill of Clandeboye, were betrayed. He and two
hundred of his chief men were asked to a feast by the English
Governor and there slaughtered by their hosts. The same
thing happened shortly after in Leix, where the O'Mores had
recovered part of their land. They were asked to a peaceful
parley, set upon by concealed soldiers, and murdered wholesale.
A Spanish landing on a small scale was defeated, and all those
who surrendered were, after being promised their lives, put to
death. Desmond rose and was defeated. All the land he had
ruled was declared confiscated and allotted for plantation, among
others to the poet Spenser, whose solution for the difficulties in
Ireland was a complete extermination of the Irish people. A
strong reaction drove him and the rest out. There followed a
series of nationalist revolts and independent successes cul-
minating in Tyrone's regular campaign with artillery which was
successful against the younger Essex—the favourite—-just at the
end of Elizabeth's reign. A counter-attack with more guns under
Essex's successor won in the north, and when a second and
larger Spanish body landed in the south an attempt of the
nationalist and Catholic forces to join it was wholly defeated*
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